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parties had succeeded in aligning themselves at last. The
Nationalists were showing themselves friendly towards the
government. They issued a manifesto in which they preached the
restoration of the monarchy, declared at once that "the Republi-
can state system in Germany had completely misfired" and that
National Socialism had done nothing but introduce the Socialist
poison into people who had hitherto been immune; it was a
plain hint to the government how to broaden the basis of the
cabinet.
On the other hand the opposition of the Centrists and Socialists
became ever more violently expressed. They had grasped what
was coming and they attacked the cabinet, if ineffectually, at least
without mercy. Even the self-confessed Conservative, Kaas,
came out for democracy and the Socialist leaders addressed the
President directly, declaring that the government had deliberately
incurred the danger of civil war by their complacence towards the
National Socialists and had, in six weeks., "by their measures
depressed the existence of millions below the starvation level," an
exaggeration but good propaganda.
The National Socialists, by reason of their local victories
almost certain of such a triumph as would let them dictate terms
to the government, directed all their efforts against the Socialists
and Centrists, The true Red peril was neglected except in street
fighting; the enemy were the "black bishops and the red pacifists."
They asked for an increase in the income tax such as the Socialists
had not dared to ask, and it seemed likely that the outbidding
would succeed. Papen, who knew precisely where his strength lay
and that he had the means to crush any "putsch" if National
Socialism overstepped the legal limits, resolved to strike a final
blow at his democratic enemies.
On July 20 he summoned the leaders of the Prussian govern-
ment to him—the Premier, the Socialist Braun whose devoted
work had done so much to consolidate the Prussian state and im-
prove the condition of the people^ was on holiday—and confronted
them with a presidential decree,, naming himself Reich commis-
sioner for Prussia and empowering him to relieve the Prussian
ministers from their functions. The excuse given was the failure

